




<autós=, meaning <self=. 

and/or threatening parents with the introduction of the (disgraced) concept of <refrigerator mother=. The 

style was seen as the factor causing the child to escape and find shelter into an <empty fortress=, in isolation 

autism with the emerging trend of (neuro) <diversity= against <deficit=, shaping a more dimensional 

in the ancient Greek9s mythology, it represents the personification of Earth as a living entity, 

combining the origins of the Greek words <human= and <recent=, it characterizes the current 



<disorder= is mentioned to refer, explain and discuss the 

along to reporting the official designation adopted by the diagnostic manuals. At no point the term <disorder= 

individual differences in the same features that I can see in the <general population=. It is not an innate 



in the 880s. Despite signs can be visible 

majority of the cases starting from 36 months. The recent introduction of the umbrella term <spectrum= –

the end of the 890s in the DSM

–

–

considered autistics struggling also in implicit communication with limits in recognizing other9s 



– –

– – –

collectivistic or individualistic societies, the initial belief of the 850s and 860s that it was exclusive to specific 



The interesting point is the prevalence. If Autism was considered a rare disorder up to the 880s, affecting 

approximately 4/100,000 children, in just a decade (890s)

bal <burden= of autism with a narrow approach is believed to stand at 168 million 

– called developed part of the world. Nonetheless, the <dramatic= 

http://www.cdc.org/
http://www.who.int/
http://www.wisevoter.com/
http://www.autismspeaks.org/




tendency not limited to the etiology of autism. The <silent explosion= in autism incidence challenged the 

–

longitudinal cohorts in scientific literature. A brief overview of the theories9 main concept is offered hereby:



and empathy) and the cold processes (understanding other9s mental states, the proper theory of mind). 

–

he struggle of autism in understanding other9s mental 

autistic brain9s drive to recognize and relate to predic

and enhanced attention to details. The theory links to the <male condition= of autism conceptualized 

(Baron‐Cohen, 2009)

was introduced by Uta Frith in 1989, in her famous book <Autism: 

Explaining the Enigma=. It centers on the ability of an individual to assign a general overall meaning 

– –

the time of Leo Kanner, the symptom described as <insistence of sameness=, recognized also the 

down voluntary input influences the environmental stimuli by creating a general meaning or <gist=. 



core symptoms developed a multimodality of treatments mostly to <influence= second symptoms. These 



Despite the term <cure= is still widely used in academic and clinical 

s often just as a <habit=, my personal position is in line with the main 

<divergency= into <normality=, and a cur

is regarded differently in the classical artificial dichotomy <collectivistic East – individualistic West=, still 

referred as <developmental surveillance= 

–

http://www.autisticadvocacy.org/


test selection is usually the combined result of patient age, culture, environment, and practitioner9s knowledge. 

–



http://www.autismspeaks.org/


–

–

itions of depression and anxiety with the practitioner9s guidance in re

–



– –

–



In addition, placebo effects need to be monitored in the caregivers9 

–



as an autism9s endophenotype characteristic, restricting tryptophan, a precursor of ser



hemically synthesized. It has been defined as <natural 

medicine= influencing the arousal of the amygdala leading to positive social experiences. It is context

– –

– –

–

–



From a form of <child schizophrenia= right through the consequence of cold parenting styles, and up to the 

abnormal behavior, have also been regarded as <divine= and <spiritual gifts= in south

<jinn mythology= and 

sometimes called <gifts of Allah=. Still nowadays, for the arctic and subarctic Inuit9s communities, the 

Navajo9s culture in Arizona and New Mexico, individuals with neurodiverse traits are called <two spirits= 

(nadleehi) as those <who transform= by being connected to the spiritual realm of the nature. In the Amazon, 

–

–

condition raised the concept of an <Atheist Autism=, stating that the specific ment

. The < point= I want to highlight is that there can be different 



–

–

es Fabian defined as <denial of coevalness= when referring to the way the 



the < = regarded as abusive and coercive, labelling

The inclusive neurodiversity approach supports a < =, valuing the different world experiences, 

treatments, rather at the biomedical <alteration approach=.

<Autism= of Sue Fletcher

< = rather than spectrum, as autism <does not only move along one line, rather it circles in many 

spheres=. Au

Kanner9s <insistence of sameness=, categorized in the clinical manuals as <repetitive behaviors=, and called 

<stimming= or <routines= in clinical language, can be seen as hyperfocus, attention to de

–

sufficiency survival in a more solitary environment. The <logic thinking= and <black 

& white thinking= features of autism, viewed as lack of flexibility and abstract thinking, 



in the brain contrasting the TOM9s brain activation principle. In this perspective people with autism can read 

, and in some cases are reported to <experience excessive empathy=.

by Michigan9s University professor Scott E. Page. It does not come as a surprise therefore that savant abilities 

l Bakhtin referred as <exotopy= (outsideness) 

in the meaning of going beyond empathy when considering the <other= and recognizing the importance of 

rd <umwendung9, meaning turning around to our fears, hopes, 



neurotypical bias in autism research. This perspective bolsters what theorized in 2012 by Damian Milton9s 

–

and inclusive reasons, I advocate a new <superstructural= approach to reframe a

underpinning concept is that autism is simultaneously the Earth9s 

http://www.crossrivertherapy.com/




with the introduction of agriculture. The Earth9s surface is 

physical abilities exceeding those of other predators. Logical ability in the brain9s neocortex is

–

–

The Gaia9s 

http://www.un.org/
http://www.ourworldindata.org/


In 2001 in what is referred as the <Declaration of Amsterdam=, the European Geophysical Union stated that 

the earth system has <physical, chemical, biological, and human components=. 

The Ilyas Hypothesis builds on the Gaia9s approach, with specific attention to the role of autism. While 

throughout the planet9s history 

But the natural response, or Gaia9s response, did not develop a prototype that cannot stand with other human 

making autism the natural proposition to reconnect humanity to the Gaia9s system. 

environment activist Greta Thunberg that autism is a <psychological gift=, 



–

http://www.statista.com/
http://www.iea.org/
http://www.statista.com/


Pearson’s



Spearman’s rho



Kendall’s tau B



I report three values, the Pearson for a linear relationship, while the Spearman9s rho and Kendall9s tau B for 









– –

In the XVI century the University of Padua allowed academic freedom to mathematics9 professor Galileo 

he moved to Florence, the religious persecution led to his accusation. Galileo9s story offers a profound 

medicine9s physical and categorical approaches. While being embraced as a scientific discipline, 

be foolish. Nature9s capacity for evolution and adaptation is evident in countless examples throughout history. 

demonstrate Gaia9s profound ability to influence life on Earth, guiding species through remarkable changes 

arthmover9s approach, fostering the autistic potentials of tolerance, social justice, 



onceptualized <conscientization= as the processing move 



–

– –

–

–

–

–
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